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1. The threat of DDoS attacks

Distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks are
one of the most alarming threats on the Internet. A
DDoS attacker attempts to disrupt a target web site by
flooding it with illegitimate requests for information,
usurping bandwidth and overtaxing web servers to
prevent legitimate inquiries from getting through.
The attacker uses readily available software tools to
plant attack software on a large number of remote
computers, called zombies, which, at the attacker’s
command, become the launch pad for a DDoS attack. 

According to the Yankee Group, an attack in Feb-
ruary 2000 resulted in a collective loss of $1.2 billion
for eBay, Yahoo!, Amazon.com, and other high-pro-
file web sites. In October 2002, thirteen domain name
service (DNS) root servers that were mission-critical
to the Internet were interrupted by DDoS attacks.
More recently, the Internet was crippled on a global
scale by the spread of a virus in January this year.
Such cyber attacks may bring even greater danger by
completely suspending the entire Internet and render-
ing it unusable. 

There are two types of DDoS attacks: i) host
resource starvation attacks aim to starve a server of
resources by exploiting software flaws and ii) net-

work bandwidth consumption attacks attempt to dis-
rupt target servers by consuming their network band-
width. One can defend against the former by deploy-
ing a conventional firewall or intrusion detection sys-
tem in one fixed spot. However, such methods are
ineffective in defending against the latter because
they cannot prevent over-consumption of network
bandwidth. 

2. Overview of MovingFirewall

MovingFirewall, newly developed by NTT Infor-
mation Sharing Platform Laboratories, can effectively
guard network bandwidth and defend against DDoS
attacks, a task considered difficult using the conven-
tional single-spot deployment, by mitigating attack
floods at multiple upstream nodes near the attacking
hosts. With MovingFirewall deployed in networks
managed by ISPs (Internet Service Providers) or other
service providers, users can enjoy congestion-free
networks. Moreover, e-commerce website owners can
conduct their business on the Internet without worry-
ing about DDoS attacks (Fig. 1). 

3. Features of MovingFirewall

3.1   Total defense of the network
Based on an architecture that distributes defense

intelligence close to attackers throughout the net-
work, MovingFirewall can guard not only server
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hosts but also the entire ISP network. Most DDoS
attacks insert spoofed source addresses in the attack
packets to hinder traceability. However, using an
effective backtracking algorithm, MovingFirewall
can trace attack flows upstream.

The operation flow of MovingFirewall is shown in
Fig. 2.
(1) When the nearest MovingFirewall device (No. 1)

to the protected server detects a DDoS attack, it
creates a signature that characterizes the attack
traffic and shapes the incoming traffic based on
this signature.

(2) Each MovingFirewall device relays the attack
signature to its adjacent devices (from No. 1 to
No. 2 and No. 3 and from No. 2 to No. 4 and No.
5, etc.) until the signature reaches the nearest
device to the attacking hosts.

(3) The nearest MovingFirewall devices to the
attacking hosts (No. 4 and No. 5 in Fig. 2) then
mitigates the attack traffic using the attack signa-
ture. This confines the DDoS attack to a localized
domain, preventing it from permeating the entire
ISP network. 
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(3) Additional countermeasure
The program code that has been 
moved provides additional functions.
Identify attack packets accurately and 
limit bandwidth further by analyzing 
suspicious traffic in detail.

(1) Attack detection
Detect an attack by unusual traffic.
• Create a suspicious packet identifier.
• Start limiting bandwidth based on the identifier.

(2) Attack information transmission
Avoid congestion of attack traffic near the server 
by copying the program with a suspicious packet 
identifier and moving the attack deterrent position 
to the upstream of attack flows.
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Fig. 2.   Overview of MovingFirewall operation.
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Fig. 1.   Block diagram of MovingFirewall.
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3.2   Legitimate user protection
Based on sophisticated traffic

analysis, MovingFirewall can seg-
regate attack packets with great
precision according to service poli-
cies defined by webmasters or
server administrators. The system
minimizes the possibility of false
positives, which often occur with
conventional firewalls, and allows
legitimate users to be served with-
out interruption.

The sequence of this mechanism
is shown in Fig. 3. Before a DDoS
attack occurs, all packets are clas-
sified as normal. When an attack is
detected, MovingFirewall catego-
rizes all incoming packets as suspi-
cious and limits their bandwidth.
This prevents over-consumption of
the server bandwidth. MovingFire-
wall then analyzes the suspicious
traffic in detail. Traffic identified
as legitimate is reclassified as nor-
mal, while traffic identified as ille-
gitimate is tagged as malicious and
filtered out [3].

3.3   Highly flexible system 
Because  Mov ingF i r ewa l l

employs Active Network technolo-
gies, it can upgrade itself automat-
ically to defend against new types
of attacks. With this technology,
new counter-attack programs can
be remotely installed in each Mov-
ingFirewall device from the man-
agement console. 

4. MovingFirewall system
configuration

The system configuration of MovingFirewall is
shown in Fig. 4.

The MovingFirewall software is downloaded into
the MovingFirewall device closest to the Web site or
server to be protected and then executed to monitor
incoming traffic. Detection rules can be easily con-
figured by site administrators according to their ser-
vice policies. When an attack is detected, the system
launches its defense mechanism automatically and
dispatches defense program code, which includes the

attack signatures, to upstream MovingFirewall
devices hop by hop, until the code reaches nodes fur-
thest upstream.

The MovingFirewall management console config-
ures MovingFirewall devices and reports the status of
DDoS attacks graphically. 

A MovingFirewall device is simply a bridge, which
can be deployed without replacing the existing
routers. All MovingFirewall devices and the manage-
ment system are connected via a dedicated manage-
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Fig. 3.   Overview of legitimate user protection system.
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ment network to ensure security and sufficient band-
width for management purposes.
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